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The complexity of the bounded degree problem is analyzed for graph
languages generated by eNCE graph grammars. In particular, the bounded
degree problem is shown to be undecidable for eNCE graph grammars,
DEXPTIME-complete for confluentboundary eNCE graph grammars,
PSPACE-complete for linear eNCE graph grammars, and P-complete for
non-blocking eNCE graph grammars. In our main theorem we show that
the bounded degree problem is NL-complete for reduced non-blocking
eNCE graph grammars. Many of the shown results carry over to other
types of graph grammars. ] 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
In this paper we deal with undirected graphs in which the nodes and edges are
labeled by symbols from finite alphabets. Such undirected graphs are generated, for
example, by so-called edge labeled neighborhood controlled (eNCE) graph gram-
mars. eNCE graph grammars are studied by several authors in various respects; see
[Bra87, CER93, EL89, ELW90, Kau85, Kau87].
An eNCE graph grammar consists of sets of terminal and nonterminal nodeedge
labels and a set of productions. A production is a triple p=(A, R, C ), where A is
a nonterminal label (called the left-hand side of p), R is a labeled graph (called the
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right-hand side of p), and C is an embedding relation. A derivation step is performed
by replacing a node u with label A by graph R. After the replacement of node u
certain edges between former neighbors of u and nodes of R are generated using the
embedding relation C. The language L(G) of an eNCE graph grammar G is the
set of all terminal labeled graphs derivable from start graph S, the axiom of the
grammar. By a simple extension of eNCE graph grammars we obtain edNCE graph
grammars which allow edges to be directed.
Ordinary NCE and NLC graph grammars [JR80a, JR80b] have no edge labels.
The difference between NCE and NLC graph grammars is that in NCE graph
grammars the embedding relation treats the nodes of R separately, whereas in NLC
graph grammars the embedding relation treats equally labeled nodes of R identi-
cally.
Analyzing eNCE graph grammars seems to be much harder than analyzing NCE
or NLC graph grammars. The property that makes eNCE graph grammars difficult
to analyze is the existence of so-called blocking edges (nonterminal edges only inci-
dent to terminal nodes). Since only nonterminal nodes and their incident edges may
disappear in a rewriting step, graphs containing a blocking edge and all graphs
derivable from them have at least one nonterminal edge, and thus they are not con-
tained in the language of the grammar. Blocking edges can be used, for example,
to generate graph languages consisting of graphs with 2n nodes for all n1. Such
languages cannot be generated by eNCE graph grammars without blocking edges.
In this paper, we analyze the bounded degree problem for eNCE graph grammars.
The degree of a node u in a graph is the number of edges incident to u. The degree
deg(G) of a graph G is the maximal degree of its nodes. The bounded degree
problem for an eNCE graph grammar G is the question whether or not there is an
integer k such that for all graphs G in the language L(G) of G the degree of G is
less than k.
There is a close relation between the bounded degree problem and the mem-
bership problem. It is well known that the membership problem of a confluent
eNCE graph grammar G is in general NP-hard and can be solved in polynomial
time if the language of G is connected and of bounded degree [RW86, EL90, ER,
Lau, Bra91, Cou]. The bounded degree problem for NLC graph grammars has
been examined in [JRW86]. It has been shown that the bounded degree problem
is decidable for NLC graph grammars. The proof is obtained by a reduction to the
finiteness problem for ETOL systems which has been shown to be PSPACE-hard1;
see [MR93]. We will substantially improve this result.
We show that the bounded degree problem for reduced non-blocking eNCE
graph grammars is NL-complete2. An eNCE graph grammar is reduced if it has no
useless productions. A production p=(A, R, C) of a graph grammar G is useless if
the axiom can not derive a graph having an A-node or if a graph with a single
A-node can not derive a graph having only terminal nodes.
16 SKODINIS AND WANKE
1 PSPACE is the class of languages recognizable in polynomial space by deterministic Turing
machines.
2 NL is the class of languages recognizable by nondeterministic Turing machines with logarithmic
work-space.
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TABLE 1.1
Summary of Results
The complexity of degree problems
Grammar Complexity
eNCE undecidable
C-eNCE DEXPTIME-complete
B-eNCE DEXPTIME-complete
L-eNCE PSPACE-complete
N-eNCE P-complete
reduced N-eNCE NL-complete
Our main complexity result can easily be extended to reduced NCE, reduced
NLC, reduced non-blocking edNCE, and reduced hyperedge replacement systems
(see [Hab92] for a definition of hyperedge replacement systems). The proof of the
complexity result is based on a pumping argument of the degree of nodes.
Each edNCE, eNCE, NCE, NLC, and hyperedge replacement system G can
easily be transformed in polynomial time into an equivalent reduced system G$ such
that L(G)=L(G$). Thus, for the non-blocking versions of these graph grammars, the
bounded degree problem can be solved in polynomial time. On the other hand, the
bounded degree problem is at least as hard as the emptiness problem and thus
P-complete3 for N-edNCE, N-eNCE, NCE, NLC, and hyperedge replacement
systems. Moreover, by the results from [SW95], the emptiness problem is
undecidable, DEXPTIME-hard4, and PSPACE-hard for general eNCE graph gram-
mars, confluentboundary eNCE graph grammars, and linear eNCE graph grammars,
respectively. In this paper we show that the bounded degree problem is undecidable
for eNCE graph grammars, DEXPTIME-complete for confluentboundary eNCE
graph grammars, and PSPACE-complete for linear eNCE graph grammars.
Table 1.1 summarizes the complexity results presented in this paper.
2. PRELIMINARIES
We define eNCE graph grammars in a sequence of definitions.
Definition 2.1 (Graphs). Let 7 and 1 be two finite sets of labels (node and
edge labels, respectively). A nodeedge labeled graph, or just graph, over 7, 1 is a
system G=(V, E, ,), where
1. V is a finite set of nodes,
2. , : V  7 is a node labeling that associates with each node u a node label
,(u), and
17DEGREE PROBLEMS FOR eNCE GRAPH GRAMMARS
3 P is the class of languages recognizable in polynomial time by deterministic Turing machines.
4 DEXPTIME is the class of languages recognizable in exponential (=2poly(n)) time by deterministic
Turing machines.
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3. E[[u, l, v] | u, v # V, u{v, l # 1 ] is a finite set of labeled edges; i.e., each
edge e=[u, l, v] consists of two distinct nodes u, v and an edge label l.
A node or an edge labeled by a # 7 or l # 1 is called an a-node or l-edge,
respectively.
We deal with undirected node and edge labeled graphs without self-loops; mul-
tiple edges between the same pair of nodes are only possible if they are differently
labeled.
Definition 2.2 (Star Graph). A graph G=(V, E, ,) is called a star graph if
there is one node u # V such that E[[u, l, v] | v # V, u{v, l # 1 ] and for each
v # V, u{v, there is at least one edge [u, l, v] # E for some l # 1. Node u is called
the root of G. The nodes in V&[u] are called the leaves of G.
If G has exactly two nodes we will say explicitly which one is the root.
Definition 2.3 (Degree of Nodes and Graphs). The degree deg(u) of node u in
a graph G=(V, E, ,) is the number of edges incident to u, i.e.,
deg(u) :=|[e # E | u # e]|.
The degree deg(G ) of graph G is the maximum degree of its nodes, i.e.,
deg(G ) :=max
u # V
deg(u).
Next we define the composition of two graphs G and H by replacing a node u
from G by H. This composition mechanism is used in derivation steps of eNCE
graph grammars.
Definition 2.4 (Replacements). An embedding relation for a graph R over 7, 1
is a set
C7_1_1_VR ;
i.e., each tuple (a, l1 , l2 , w) from an embedding relation consists of a node label a,
two edge labels l1 , l2 , and a node w of R.
Let G and R be two graphs over 7, 1. Let C be an embedding relation for R, and
let u be a node from G. The graph G[uC R] is obtained by replacing node u by
R with respect to C as follows.
1. Let J be the union of G (without node u and its incident edges) and a copy
of R which is disjoint with G.
2. For each edge [v, l1 , u] from G add an edge [v, l2 , w] to the set of edges
of J if and only if (,(v), l1 , l2 , w) # C.
3. The resulting graph is G[uC R].
Intuitively speaking, the replacement of a node u in G by a graph H is controlled
by the embedding relation C as follows. Let N(u)=[v | [u, l, v] # EG , for some l ]
18 SKODINIS AND WANKE
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be the node neighborhood of u in G. If (a, l1 , l2 , w) is a tuple in the embedding rela-
tion C then node w from H will be connected to an a-node v from N(u) by an
l2 -edge if and only if the a-node v was previously connected to u by an l1 -edge.
Figure 2.1 shows an example of such a replacement.
We continue with the definition of eNCE graph grammars.
Definition 2.5 (eNCE Graph Grammars). An eNCE (edge label neighborhood
controlled embedding) graph grammar is a system G=(7, 2, 1, 0, S, P), where
1. 7, 27, 7&2, 1, 01, and 1&0 are finite sets of node labels, terminal
node labels, nonterminal node labels, edge labels, terminal edge labels, and nonter-
minal edge labels, respectively;
2. S is a graph over 7, 1, the axiom of G; and
3. P is a finite set of productions. Each production is a triple (A, R, C ), where
(a) A is a nonterminal node label from 7&2,
(b) R is a graph over 7, 1,
(c) C is an embedding relation for R.
A is called the left-hand side and R is called the right-hand side of the production.
The definition of eNCE graph grammars divides the node and edge labels into
terminal and non-terminal labels.
A node (edge) labeled by a terminal or nonterminal label is called a terminal or
non-terminal node (edge), respectively. A graph is called terminal if all its nodes and
edges are terminal.
The next definition shows how eNCE graph grammars define sets of graphs by
derivations.
Definition 2.6 (Derivations and Languages). Let G be an eNCE graph gram-
mar and G, H be two graphs over 7, 1. We say that G directly derives H in G,
denoted by
G Op H or just G O H,
if and only if G has some A-node u, G has a production p=(A, R, C), and
H=G[uC R].
We say that G derives H in G if
G *O H,
where *O is the transitive and reflexive closure of O.
The language L(G) of an eNCE graph grammar G is the set of all terminal graphs
derivable from the axiom of G.
Since only nonterminal nodes can be substituted, a nonterminal edge incident to
two terminal nodes can never become terminal in any further derivation step. Non-
terminal edges which are incident to two terminal nodes are called blocking edges.
19DEGREE PROBLEMS FOR eNCE GRAPH GRAMMARS
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FIG. 2.1. Three graphs, G, R, and G[uCR] for C=[(a, l, m, w1), (b, m, l, w2)].
We analyze the following subclasses of eNCE graph languages which are defined
by restricted versions of eNCE graph grammars.
Definition 2.7 (Restricted eNCE Graph Grammars). An eNCE graph gram-
mar G is called
1. non-blocking (N-eNCE) if for all graphs G derivable from S and all ter-
minal nodes u, v in G there does not exist a nonterminal edge between u and v,
2. confluent (C-eNCE) if for each graph G derivable from S and all non-
terminal nodes u, v in G, and all productions (,(u), R, C ), (,(v), R$, C$) in G
G[uC R][vC$R$]=G[vC$ R$][uCR],
3. boundary (B-eNCE) if the axiom and the right-hand side of each produc-
tion of G do not contain edges between nonterminal nodes, and
4. linear (L-eNCE) if the axiom and the right-hand side of each production
of G have at most one nonterminal node.
In confluent eNCE graph grammars the order in which the productions are
applied is irrelevant for the resulting graph. The confluence property considerably
simplifies the analysis of the grammar. Clearly, each linear graph grammar is
boundary and each boundary graph grammar is confluent. The inclusion of the
languages defined by these grammars is proper [EL89, CER93].
In general, an eNCE graph grammar may contain useless productions. A produc-
tion (A, R, C ) is useless if the axiom can not generate a graph containing a node
labeled by A or if the graph with only one node labeled by A can not generate a
graph containing only terminal nodes (but not necessarily only terminal edges).
A graph grammar without useless productions is called reduced. The following
lemma follows from the construction of reduced context free string grammars.
Lemma 2.8. Each eNCE (C-eNCE, B-eNCE, L-eNCE) graph grammar can be
transformed into an equivalent reduced eNCE (C-eNCE, B-eNCE, L-eNCE) graph
grammar in polynomial time. The transformation preserves the non-blocking property.
20 SKODINIS AND WANKE
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We intend to analyze the complexity of problems using eNCE graph grammars
as input. Thus, we have to define the size of an eNCE graph grammar. For our
complexity analysis, the size of a grammar is just the size of the string obtained
when writing down the grammar in the usual way. This implies that the size of a
single node, edge, or label is logarithmic in the number of all nodes, all edges, and
all labels, respectively.
3. THE BOUNDED DEGREE PROBLEM
In this section, we analyze the bounded degree problem, which is formally defined
as follows.
Name. Bounded Degree Problem.
Instance. An eNCE graph grammar G.
Question. Is there an integer k such that deg(G )k for all graphs G from L(G)?
Lower bounds for the bounded degree problem can simply be shown using the
emptiness problem. The emptiness problem for eNCE graph grammars is the ques-
tion of whether or not the language of a given eNCE graph grammar is empty. In
[SW95] the following has been shown:
Lemma 3.1. The emptiness problem is undecidable for eNCE graph grammars,
DEXPTIME-complete for CB-eNCE graph grammars, PSPACE-complete for
L-eNCE graph grammars, and P-complete for N-eNCE graph grammars.
The emptiness problem for non-blocking eNCE graph grammars is P-hard by a
reduction from the emptiness problem for context free string grammars.
The bounded degree problem for an eNCE graph grammar G is at least as hard,
with respect to log-space reductions, as the emptiness problem for G. This is shown
by the following simple modification of G. Extend each terminal graph at the right-
hand side of a production by two nodes and one edge as in graph G of Fig. 3.2,
where a, A, l are new labels, a, l are terminal, and A is non-terminal. Extend the set
of productions of G by (A, H, D) and (A, J, F ), where H and J are defined as in
Fig. 3.2, D=[(a, l, l, u), (a, l, l, v)], and F=[(a, l, l, w)]. The language of the
modified eNCE graph grammar is of unbounded degree (G and productions
(A, H, D) and (A, J, F ) generate arbitrarily large star graphs) if and only if the
language of the original eNCE graph grammar is not empty.
The same effect is obtained by simply extending only the axiom of G as above,
but note that such a modification transforms a linear eNCE graph grammar into
a non-linear eNCE graph grammar.
FIGURE 3.2
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The complexity analysis of the emptiness problem in [SW95] and the log-space
transformation above shows the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. The bounded degree problem is undecidable for eNCE graph gram-
mars, P-hard for N-eNCE graph grammars, DEXPTIME-hard for CB-eNCE graph
grammars, and PSPACE-hard for L-eNCE graph grammars.
As stated in the introduction, the property which makes eNCE graph grammars
difficult to analyze is the existence of blocking edges.
To continue, we have to define the notions subgraph-derivation, ancestor rela-
tion, descendant relation, and edge-preserving derivation.
Definition 3.3 (Subgraph Derivations). A graph H$ is directly subgraph
derivable from some graph G, denoted by G [p H$ (or just G [ H$), if there is a
graph H such that G Op H and H$ is a subgraph of H.
We say that G *[ H is a subgraph derivation, where *[ is the transitive and
reflexive closure of [; in that case, we also say that H is subgraph derivable from G.
Definition 3.4 (Ancestor and Descendant Relation). Let G Op H be a direct
derivation step performed by applying a production p=(A, R, C ) to an A-node u
of G.
1. Node u is the direct ancestor of all nodes and edges of R in H, whereas all
nodes and edges of R are direct descendants of node u.
2. Let v be a B-neighbor of u in G and [v, l, u] be an edge in G. Edge [v, l, u]
is a direct ancestor of an edge [v, l $, w] in H for some w # R, if it generates edge
[v, l $, w] during the embedding. All edges between v and nodes of R in H which
are generated during the embedding by edge [v, l, u] are direct descendants of
[v, l, u]. Formally, an edge [v, l, u] in G is a direct ancestor of edge [v, l $, w] in
H for some w # R, if the embedding relation C contains the tuple (B, l, l $, w). Edge
[v, l $, w] is a direct descendant of edge [v, l, u].
The direct ancestor and descendant relation can easily be extended to the case
where G [p H is a direct subgraph derivation step.
The reflexive and transitive closure of the direct ancestor and direct descendant
relation is simply called ancestor relation and descendant relation, respectively.
We should remark the following difference between the direct ancestor relation
and the ancestor relation. Let G Op H be a direct derivation step performed by
applying a production p=(A, R, C ) to an A-node u of G. Although each node u of
VH&VR does not have a direct ancestor in G, it has an ancestor in G (itself).
Note that each node or edge may have many direct descendants. A node has at
most one direct ancestor, whereas an edge of H may have more than one direct
ancestor.
Figure 3.3 illustrates the descendant relation of the nodes and edges of G.
Before we continue, we need some further lemmas.
Lemma 3.5. Let G be an eNCE graph grammar, and let G, H, G$, H$ be graphs
such that G$ is a subgraph of G, G$ [p H$, and H is a subgraph of H$. Then G [p H.
22 SKODINIS AND WANKE
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FIG. 3.3. Nodes w and w$ are descendant nodes of u, edge [v, l $, w] is a descendant edge of [v, l, u],
and edge [w, m, w$] is a descendant edge of u.
Proof. By the definition of the direct subgraph derivation step there is a direct
derivation step G$ Op H such that H$ is a subgraph of H . This implies that there is
a direct derivation step G Op H such that H is a subgraph of H . Since H is a sub-
graph of H , G [p H. K
Due to this lemma, if H1 , ..., Hn is a sequence of graphs such that, for all i, either
Hi [ Hi+1 or Hi+1 is a subgraph of Hi (and Hi [ Hi+1 for at least one i), then
H1 *[ Hn . For this reason we will from now on also write H1 [ H2 [ } } } [ Hn in
this case.
Lemma 3.6. Let G be an eNCE graph grammar, G$ *[ H$ be a subgraph derivation
of G, and G$ be a subgraph of some graph G. Then there is a derivation G *O H
of G, such that H$ is a subgraph of H.
Proof. Induction on the length of the derivation. Let G$ [p1 H$1 [p2 } } } [pn
H$n=H$ be the subgraph derivation of G.
Let n=0. Then G$=H$ and H can be set to G.
Let n=1. This is immediate from Lemma 3.5.
Let n>1. By case n=1 there is a direct derivation step G O H1 such that H$1 is
a subgraph of H1 . By induction there is a derivation H1 O* H such that H$ is a
subgraph of H. Thus there is a derivation G *O H of G, such that H$ is a subgraph
of H. K
Lemma 3.7. Let G be an eNCE graph grammar, let p be a production, and let
G [p H be a direct subgraph derivation step of G. Let G$ and H$ be subgraphs of G
and H, respectively, such that each node and each edge of H$ has at least one ancestor
in G$. Then either H$ is a subgraph of G$ or there is a subgraph derivation step
G$ [p H$ of G.
Proof. Each node and each edge of H$ that is from G has a unique ancestor in
G$. Let u be the node replaced in the direct derivation step. If G$ does not contain
u then H$ is a subgraph of G$. If G$ contains u then G$ [p H$. K
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We now examine the complexity of the question of whether or not H is subgraph
derivable from G.
Lemma 3.8. Given as input an eNCE graph grammar G and two graphs G, H. If
the number of nodes and edges of G and H is bounded by some constant k then the
question whether or not G *[ H holds is non-deterministically decidable in logarithmic
work-space in the size of G. If, moreover, a partial function d : VH  VG is given as
input (where VH and VG are the node sets of H and G, respectively), then it can in
addition be decided whether, in the subgraph derivation G [* H, the following holds:
if d(u)=v then u is a descendant of v.
Proof. Let G=H1 [ H2 [ } } } [ Hn=H be a subgraph derivation of H from
G. Then there is a subgraph derivation G=H$1 [ H$2 [ } } } [ H$n=H such that Hi$
is a subgraph of Hi for i=1, ..., n and the size of each Hi$ is bounded by k. This
follows from the fact that each node and each edge in Hi$ needs only one ancestor
in H$i&1. Thus we can successively delete nodes from Hi for i=n&1, ..., 2 such that
Hi consists of exactly one ancestor for each node and each edge of H$i+1. It remains
a subgraph derivation by Lemma 3.7. Moreover, the descendant relationships
between VH and VG are preserved.
The non-deterministic guessing process for the subgraph derivation above first
chooses a non-terminal label say A, an A-node u of H1=G, a reference to a
production p1=(A, R, C), a subgraph R$ of R with at most k nodes and edges, and
a subset C$ of C with at most k tuples. Then it constructs H1[uC$R$] and chooses
a subgraph H2 of H1[uC$R$] with at most k nodes and edges. It also chooses a
partial function d2 : VH  VH2 with the same domain UVH as d1=d, such that
d2(u) is a descendant of d1(u) in H1 [ H2 for all u # U. This procedure will be
repeated with Hi for i=1, ..., n until it finds H and dn is the identity on U.
Since this guessing process takes only logarithmic space in the size of G, the
result follows. K
Definition 3.9 (Edge-Preserving Derivations). Let G be an eNCE graph gram-
mar, and let G be a graph with two nodes u, v labeled by A and B, respectively, and
connected by an l-edge. We say that there is an edge-preserving (A, l, B)-derivation
in G if G can derive a graph H which has a terminal labeled edge incident to a ter-
minal labeled descendant node of u and a terminal labeled descendant node of v.
Given as input an eNCE graph grammar G, it is obviously nondeterministically
decidable in logarithmic work-space whether there is an edge-preserving (A, l, B)-
derivation. This follows by Lemma 3.8 by starting with a graph G consisting of one
A-node u, one B-node v, and one l-edge between u and v. For H all terminal graphs
should be tried with two nodes u$ and v$ and one edge between them, with the func-
tion d given by d(u$)=u and d(v$)=v.
Lemma 3.10. Let G be an eNCE graph grammar, and let G be a star graph with
k leaves v1 , ..., vk labeled by B, root u labeled by A, and k edges [u, l, v1], ..., [u, l, vk]
for some edge label l. If there is an edge-preserving (A, l, B)-derivation in G, then G
derives a graph J that contains a terminal star graph H with at least k leaves as a
subgraph.
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Proof. The star graph with k>1 B-leaves can be derived into a terminal star
graph with k leaves in the same way as the star graph with one B-leaf is derived
into a terminal star graph with one leaf in an edge preserving (A, l, B)-derivation.
The only difference is that for each descendant of the single B-leaf in the (A, l, B)-
derivation there are now exactly k corresponding descendants, one for each B-leaf.
Whenever a descendant of the single B-leaf in the (A, l, B)-derivation is replaced by
applying some production p then all the corresponding k descendants should be
replaced one after the other by applying production p. K
Before we prove the main result of this section let us recall the finiteness problem
for reduced context free string grammars to explore some analogies. A reduced con-
text free string grammar generates an infinite number of strings if and only if there
exists a nonterminal symbol A and a derivation A * w such that string w contains
at least one terminal symbol and the nonterminal symbol A. This can obviously be
verified in non-deterministic logarithmic work-space. A similar pumping argument
will be used to show that the bounded degree problem of reduced N-eNCE gram-
mars belongs to NL.
3.1. Non-blocking eNCE Graph Grammars
Next we will show that for reduced non-blocking eNCE graph grammars the
bounded degree problem is NL-complete. Since each eNCE graph grammar can be
transformed in polynomial time into an equivalent reduced eNCE graph grammar,
see Lemma 2.8, it follows that for non-blocking eNCE graph grammars the
bounded degree problem belongs to P. By Lemma 3.2 the bounded degree problem
for non-blocking eNCE graph grammars is P-hard and thus P-complete.
Lemma 3.11. The language of a reduced N-eNCE graph grammar G is of
unbounded degree if and only if
1. graph G 1 is subgraph derivable from the axiom of G and graph H 1 is sub-
graph derivable from G 1 , where G 1 and H 1 are defined as in Fig. 3.4 for some labels
A, B, m such that
(a) node u2 and node v2 are descendant nodes of u1 ,
(b) node v1 is a descendant node of w1 , and
(c) there is an edge-preserving (A, m, B)-derivation in G,
or
2. graph G 2 is subgraph derivable from the axiom of G and graph H 2 is sub-
graph derivable from G 2 , where G 2 and H 2 are defined as in Fig. 3.4 for some labels
A, B, C, l, m, such that
(a) node u2 is a descendant node of u1 ,
(b) node v1 is a descendant node of w1 ,
(c) node v2 and node v3 are descendant nodes of w2 , and
(d) there is an edge-preserving (A, m, B)-derivation in G.
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FIG. 3.4. The dotted arrows indicate the node descendant relation.
Proof. ‘‘If-case.’’ If there is a subgraph derivation S *[ G 1 *[ H 1 (or S *[
G 2 *[ H 2 , respectively) then there is also a subgraph derivation S *[ J such that J
has an A-node and an arbitrarily large number of B-nodes which are all adjacent
to the A-node by some m-edges. Such a subgraph derivation can be constructed
explicitly using the idea in the proof of Lemma 3.10.
Lemma 3.6 implies that there is a derivation S *O G, such that J is subgraph
of G.
Since there is an edge-preserving (A, m, B)-derivation and since G is a reduced
non-blocking eNCE graph grammar, Lemma 3.10 implies that there is a derivation
from G into a terminal graph with an arbitrarily large degree.
‘‘Only-if-case.’’ Let S=G1 O G2 O } } } O Gn be a derivation of a graph Gn
with some node umax that has an arbitrarily large degree. Since the number of edges
between two nodes is bounded by the number of available edge labels, the number
of nodes in Gn adjacent to umax is at least deg(umax)|1 |. Let v1 , ..., vk be the nodes
in Gn that are adjacent to umax; then kdeg(umax)|1 |. For each vj , 1jk, we
choose from all edges between umax and vj one arbitrary edge ej . Let Gmax be the
subgraph of Gn which is the star graph defined by root umax , leaves v1 , ..., vk , and
the selected edges e1 , ..., ek .
We define in a sequence of modification steps for each graph Gi , 1in, a sub-
graph Hi of Gi . At the beginning, let Hi be the subgraph of Gi defined by all
ancestors of the nodes and edges of Gmax . Each Hi is a star graph (with the ancestor
of umax as root), because Gmax is a star graph and the ancestor relation of edges of
a star graph preserves the adjacencies. That is, if two nodes u, v are adjacent by
some edge e then the ancestors of u, v (if distinct) are adjacent by at least one
ancestor edge of e. Without loss of generality, we assume that axiom S consists of
a single node and that all graphs Hi , 1in, are pairwise disjoint. By Lemma 3.7,
S=H1 [ } } } [ Hn=Gmax is a subgraph derivation.
We will now successively delete nodes and edges from the graphs H1 , ..., Hn such
that (by Lemma 3.7) H1 [ } } } [ Hn remains a subgraph derivation (without loss
of generality, we assume that the resulting graphs Hi are all pairwise disjoint). After
that we will immediately see that the resulting Hi’s contain the two graphs G 1 , H 1
or G 2 , H 2 of Fig. 3.4 satisfying the required conditions.
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First of all, we recursively define for each Hi , 1in&1, a so-called generator
node gi . The generator node g1 of H1 is the single node of H1 . The generator node
gi of Hi for i=2, ..., n&1 is one of the descendant nodes of generator node gi&1 in
Hi&1 which has the most descendant nodes in Gmax . The selection between two
nodes with the same number of descendant nodes in Gmax is done in an arbitrary
manner. A subgraph derivation step Hi [ Hi+1 is of type 1 if generator node gi of
Hi has more than one descendant nodes in Hi+1; otherwise it is of type 0.
We denote by cmax the maximal number of nodes in the right-hand sides of the
productions and by mi the number of nodes in Gmax which are descendant nodes
of generator node gi of Hi . If Hi [ Hi+1 is a type 0 subgraph derivation step then
mi+1=mi , if it is a type 1 subgraph derivation step then mi+1micmax . Our sub-
graph derivation H1 [ } } } [ Hn has at least logcmax(deg(umax)|1 | ) subgraph
derivation steps of type 1, because m1=k. Hence the subgraph derivation contains
an arbitrarily large number of subgraph derivation steps of type 1.
For i=1, ..., n&1 we will delete nodes and edges from Hi , Hi+1 , ..., Hn as
follows. Let gi be the generator node of Hi . For each non-generator node of Hi we
select exactly one descendant node in Gmax . Then for j=i+1, ..., n we remove in all
Hj all nodes (and their incident edges) which are not descendant nodes of generator
node gi and not ancestor nodes of the selected nodes in Gmax . Before increasing i
by 1, we choose an arbitrary non-generator node in Hi+1 which is a direct descen-
dant node of generator node gi (if one exists). All other non-generator nodes in
Hi+1 which are direct descendant nodes of generator node gi (and their incident
edges) are removed from Hi+1 .
It remains a subgraph derivation H1 [ } } } [ Hn in which each type 1 subgraph
derivation step generates exactly one new leaf. The types of the subgraph derivation
steps have not been changed.
Next we process for i=1, ..., n&1 each Hi and remove multiple edges between
the root and non-generator leaves. If Hi has more than one edge between the root
and some non-generator leaf then exactly one of them is chosen and all un-chosen
edges (between the root and the considered leaf ) are removed. Before the next Hi
is processed, we additionally remove in all Hj for j=i+1, ..., n all edges that do not
have a direct ancestor edge in Hi . This does not change the number of type 1 sub-
graph derivation steps. We will remove further multiple edges between the root and
a generator leaf later in the proof.
Consider the remaining subgraph derivation H1 [ } } } [ Hn . If the generator
node of Hi is a leaf then the generator nodes of all Hj , i<j<n, are leaves. That
is, there is some l such that the first part H1 [ } } } [ Hl&1 of the subgraph deriva-
tion contains only graphs whose generator node is a root, whereas the second part
Hl [ } } } [ Hn&1 contains only graphs whose generator node is a leaf. If Gmax has
an arbitrarily large degree then at least one of these two parts has an arbitrarily
large number of type 1 subgraph derivation steps.
Case 1. Assume the first part H1 [ } } } [ Hl of the subgraph derivation has an
arbitrarily large number N of type 1 subgraph derivation steps Hi [ Hi+1 such that
the generator node of Hi is the root.
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We consider the sequence of graphs H1 , ..., Hl&1. We will select certain graphs
Hx1 , ..., Hxr+1 such that two of them contain the graphs G 1 , H 1 of Fig. 3.4 satisfying
the required conditions of the lemma. For this selection we continuously mark
graphs. Initially, all graphs H1 , ..., Hl&1 are unmarked. If a graph is marked, then
it will not be considered in further selection steps.
At the beginning, we mark all graphs Hi , 1<il&1, which have the same
number of nodes as Hi&1 . There remain at least N unmarked graphs, because there
are N type 1 subgraph derivation steps and each of them increases the number of
nodes in the graphs by one.
Next we enumerate the leaves in the graphs H1 , ..., Hl&1 starting with index 1 as
follows (see also Fig. 3.5). A leaf whose direct ancestor node is a generator node
gets the least unused index. A leaf whose ancestor node in the previous graph is not
a generator node gets the same index as its ancestor node.
Then we determine for all unmarked graphs the node label that is most fre-
quently used by the root (the generator node). Let, for example, A be this node
label, then we mark all graphs in which the root is not labeled by A. Since all
unmarked graphs have some root, there remain at least
 N|7||
unmarked graphs in which all generator nodes have label A.
Let Hx1 be the first unmarked graph in the sequence H1 , ..., Hl&1. Assume Hx1
has c1 leaves. The indices of the leaves in Hx1 are 1, ..., c1 . All unmarked graphs Hi ,
x1<il&1, contain a leaf with index c1+1. Each leaf with index c1+1 is a
descendant node of the root of Hx1 . We determine for all unmarked graphs Hi ,
x1<il&1, the nodeedge label pair which is most frequently used by the leaf
with index c1+1 and the edge between this leaf and the root. Let B1 , m1 be this
label pair. Then we mark all graphs Hi , x1<il&1, in which the leaf with index
c1+1 is either not labeled by B1 or not adjacent to the root by some m1 -edge.
There remain at least
 N|7| 2 } |1 | |
unmarked graphs in which all generator nodes have label A, all leaves with index
c1+1 (in those graphs in which they exist) have label B1 , are descendant nodes of
the root of Hx1 , and are connected with the root by an m1-edge. Let Hx2 be the first
unmarked graph in the sequence that has more than c1+1 leaves. Graph Hx2 is the
second unmarked graph in the sequence.
We repeat the procedure above as follows. Assume Hx2 has c2 leaves with indices
1, ..., c2 . Then we determine for all unmarked graphs Hi , x2<il&1, the
nodeedge label pair that is most frequently used by the leaf with index c2+1 and
the edge between this leaf and the root. Let B2 , m2 be this label pair. Then mark
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FIG. 3.5. The dotted arrows indicate the node descendant relation. The dark nodes are the gener-
ator nodes.
all graphs Hi , x2<il&1, in which the leaf with index c2+1 is either not labeled
by B2 or not adjacent to the root by some m2-edge. There remain at least
 N|7| 3 } |1 | 2|
unmarked graphs in which all generator nodes have label A, all leaves with index
c1+1 (in those graphs in which they exist) have label B1 , are descendant nodes of
the root of Hx1 , and are connected with the root by an m1-edge, and all leaves with
index c2+1 have label B2 , are descendant nodes of the root of Hx2 , and are con-
nected with the root by an m2-edge. Let Hx3 be the first unmarked graph in the
sequence which has more than c2+1 nodes. Hx3 is the third unmarked graph in the
sequence, etc.
Let r=|1 | } |7|. After r+1 iterations of the procedure above, there remain
 N|7| r+2 } |1 | r+1|
unmarked graphs. Since N can be chosen arbitrarily large we will always find r+1
graphs Hx1 , ..., Hxr+1 . Since there are only r=|1 | } |7| different label pairs for the
selection of leaves and edges, there have to exist two subgraphs Hxi , Hxj , i<j, such
that Hxi contains some subgraph G 1 as defined in Fig. 3.4 and Hxj contains some
subgraph H 1 as defined in Fig. 3.4 such that both satisfy the conditions necessary
for case 1 of Lemma 3.11. The required descendant relations and (A, m, B)-deriva-
tions follow immediately by the selection process and the original derivation,
respectively.
Case 2. Assume the second part Hl [ } } } [ Hn of the subgraph derivation
H1 [ } } } [ Hn has an arbitrarily large number N of subgraph derivation steps
Hi [ Hi+1 of type 1 such that the generator node of Hi is a leaf.
In this part of the proof we consider the sequence of graphs Hl , ..., Hn . Before we
start with the selection process, we will remove further multiple edges. In contrast
to the removal of multiple edges between the root and a non-generator leaf, the
removal of multiple edges between the root and a generator leaf can reduce the
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number of type 1 subgraph derivation steps. During this removing process, we
select graphs Hi1 , ..., Hip , such that for j=1, ..., p&1 graph Hij+1 has exactly one
node more than Hij .
Let i1 :=l. We remove from Hi1 all nodes and edges except the root, the gener-
ator leaf, and one of the edges between the root and the generator leaf which has
the most descendant edges of Gmax . After that, in all Hj , for j :=i1+1, ..., n, all
edges which are not descendant edges of Hi1 are removed, and all leaves which are
not incident with a descendant edge are removed. The remaining subgraph deriva-
tion Hl [ Hl+1 [ } } } [ Hn has at least
 N|1 ||
subgraph derivation steps of type 1, because there are at most |1 | edges between
two nodes and we have selected one with the most descendant edges in Gmax .
Remember that Gmax does not have multiple edges.
Let Hi2 be the first graph with two leaves (one generator leaf and one non-gener-
ator leaf ). We remove in Hi2 all edges between the root and the generator leaf
except one edge with the most descendant edges in Gmax . After that in all Hj , for
j :=i2+1, ..., n, all edges which are not descendant edges in Hi2 are removed, and
all leaves which are not incident with a descendant edge are removed.
We do not remove multiple edges in all subgraphs, but only in those resulting
from a type 1 subgraph derivation step. The remaining subgraph derivation
Hl [ Hl+1 [ } } } [ Hn has at least
 N|1 | 2|
subgraph derivation steps of type 1.
We repeat this process until all graphs resulting from a type 1 subgraph derivation
step do not have multiple edges. The remaining subgraph derivation Hl [ } } } [ Hn
has at least
WN$=log|1 | (N)X
subgraph derivation steps of type 1.
Let Hi1 , Hi2 , ..., Hik be the subgraphs selected above. Graph Hij has exactly j
leaves. We mark all graphs in sequence Hl , ..., Hn except the graphs Hi1 , ..., Hik .
Then we enumerate for i=l, ..., n&1 in all graphs Hi the non-generator leaves
starting with index 1 as follows (see also Fig. 3.6). A non-generator leaf whose
direct ancestor node is a generator node gets the least unused index. A leaf whose
ancestor in the previous graph is not a generator node gets the same index as its
ancestor node.
Now we proceed as in case 1. We first determine for all unmarked graphs the
node label which is most frequently used by the root. Let, for example, A be this
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FIG. 3.6. The dotted arrows indicate the node descendant relation. The dark nodes are the generator
nodes.
node label; then mark all graphs whose root is not labeled by A. There remain at
least
 N$|7||
unmarked graphs in which all roots have label A.
Next determine for all unmarked graphs the nodeedge label pair that is most
frequently used by the generator node and by the edge between the generator node
and the root. Let (C, l) be this label pair, then mark all subgraphs in which the
generator node is not labeled by C or the edge between the root and the generator
node is not labeled by l. There remain at least
 N$|7| 2 } |1 ||
unmarked subgraphs.
Let Hx1 be the first unmarked subgraph of the remaining subgraphs. Assume that
Hx1 has c1 non-generator leaves. The indices of the non-generator leaves are
1, ..., c1 . All graphs Hj , x1+1jn&1, have some leaf with index c1+1. Each
leaf with index c1+1 is a descendant node of the generator node of Hx1 . We deter-
mine for all unmarked graphs Hj , x1<jn&1, the nodeedge label pair that is
most frequently used by the leaf with index c1+1 and the edges which connect this
leaf with the root. Let, for example, (B1 , m1) be this label pair. Then we mark all
subgraphs Hj , x1<jn&1, whose leaf with index c1+1 is either not labeled by
B1 or not adjacent to the root by some m1 -edge. Let Hx2 be the first unmarked
graph, etc.
We repeat this selection process r+1 times, where r=|7| } |1 |, and obtain r+2
pairwise distinct subgraphs Hx1 , Hx2 , ..., Hxr+2 . There remain
 N$|7| r+3 } |1 | r+2|
unmarked graphs.
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Since N can be chosen arbitrarily large we will always find all r+2 graphs
Hx1 , ..., Hxr+2 . Since there are only r=|1 | } |7| different label pairs for the selection
of leaves and edges, there have to exist two subgraphs Hxi , Hxj , i<j, such that Hxi
contains some subgraph G 2 as defined in Fig. 3.4 and Hxj contains some subgraph
H 2 as defined in Fig. 3.4 such that both satisfy the conditions necessary for case 2
of Lemma 3.11. The required descendant relations and (A, m, B)-derivations follow
immediately as in case 1. K
Theorem 3.12. Let G be an N-eNCE graph grammar of bounded degree. An
upper bound k of the maximum degree of all graphs of L(G) is explicitly computable.
An upper bound k can be computed as in the proof of the lemma above.
Theorem 3.13. The bounded degree problem for reduced N-eNCE graph gram-
mars is log-space complete for NL.
Proof. From Lemma 3.8, Lemma 3.11, and the fact that NL is closed under
complement [Imm87] it follows that the bounded degree problem for reduced
N-eNCE graph grammars belongs to NL.
The NL-hardness can be shown by a simple reduction from GAP (the graph
accessibility problem). GAP is the question of whether for a given directed graph G
a vertex v is reachable from a vertex u. It is well known that GAP is log-space com-
plete for NL; see, for example, [HU79].
Let G be a directed graph with vertex set V=[u1 , ..., un]. We design a reduced
linear N-eNCE graph grammar G whose language has unbounded degree if and
only if in G vertex un is reachable from vertex u1 . G has one nonterminal node label
A, one terminal node label a, and n terminal edge labels l1 , ..., ln . The axiom of G
consists of a non-terminal A-node.
There is a production (A, J, C ), where J has a nonterminal A-node w1 , a ter-
minal a-node w2 , and an l1 -edge between w1 and w2 , and C=[(a, l1 , l1 , w1)].
For each edge from ui to uj in GAP-graph G, there is a production (A, H, Fi, j),
where H consists of one single A-node w and Fi, j=[(a, li , lj , w)]. There is a
production (A, H$, D), where H$ consists of one single terminal a-node w$ and
D=[(a, ln , ln , w$)].
The grammar above can be constructed deterministically on logarithmic work-
space in the size of GAP-graph G. The productions (A, J, C ) can be used to derive
arbitrarily large star graphs in which the root is labeled by A, all leaves are labeled
by a, and all edges are labeled by l1 . The productions (A, H, Fi, j) can be used to
change the label of the edges from li into lj if and only if GAP-graph G has an edge
from ui to uj . Production (A, H, D) can be used to replace the A-node with some
a-node keeping only ln edges alive. The grammar is reduced, because each produc-
tion can be applied during a derivation of some terminal graph. Only those deriva-
tions which verify a path from u1 to un can derive graphs with edges. K
From Lemma 2.8 and Lemma 3.2 we obtain, as discussed in the introduction of
Section 3.1:
Theorem 3.14. The bounded degree problem for N-eNCE graph grammars is log-
space complete for P.
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3.2. Confluent and Boundary Graph Grammars
Each confluent eNCE graph grammar can be transformed in exponential time
into a confluent N-eNCE graph grammar; see [SW95]. By Lemma 2.8 each con-
fluent N-eNCE graph grammar can be transformed in polynomial time into a
reduced confluent N-eNCE graph grammar. By Theorem 3.13 the bounded degree
problem for reduced N-eNCE graph grammars can be solved nondeterministically
on logarithmic work-space. It follows that the bounded degree problem for con-
fluent eNCE graph grammars can be solved in exponential time. On the other
hand, the bounded degree problem for boundary eNCE graph grammars is
DEXPTIME-hard; see Lemma 3.2.
Since each boundary eNCE graph grammar is confluent, we obtain the following
theorem.
Theorem 3.15. The bounded degree problem for CB-eNCE graph grammars is
DEXPTIME-complete.
3.3. Linear Graph Grammars
By Lemma 3.2, we know that the bounded degree problem for L-eNCE graph
grammars is PSPACE-hard. The PSPACE-completeness will be shown in this sec-
tion. Unfortunately, we do not know whether for each linear eNCE graph grammar
G there is an equivalent non-blocking linear eNCE graph grammar G$ whose size
is polynomial in the size of G. Even if such non-blocking linear eNCE graph gram-
mar G$ existed, to apply Theorem 3.13 we need an algorithm to find G$ using poly-
nomial space in the size of G. However, the bounded degree problem for linear
graph grammars can be shown to be in PSPACE by a non-deterministic guessing
process on polynomial space as in the proof of the next lemma.
Lemma 3.16. The bounded degree problem for L-eNCE graph grammars is
PSPACE-complete.
Proof. The PSPACE-hardness follows from Lemma 3.2. The bounded degree
problem is decidable by guessing step by step a subgraph derivation S *[ G *[
H *[ J such that G contains G 1 or G 2 and H contains H 1 or H 2 , respectively, as
required in Lemma 3.11. Such a verification algorithm first has to keep track of the
ancestors of G 1 (G 2). If G 1 (G 2) is found in some derived graph, the algorithm has
to keep track of the descendants of G 1 (G 2) that are also ancestors of H 1 (H 2) until
H 1 (H 2) is found in some derived graph. The used descendant relations have to
satisfy the dependencies required as in Lemma 3.11. Finally, the algorithm has to
verify whether the edges in H 1 (H 2) have descendant edges in some derived
terminal graph.
Unfortunately, during the derivation the graphs become larger and larger,
although at most three edges and four nodes of each derived graph are necessary
to find the graphs H 1 and H 2 . However, it is not possible to remove all the other
nodes and edges, because we have to verify that during the derivation no blocking
edges are generated. Nevertheless, we can ignore most of the other nodes and edges
of the derived graphs.
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Let us call the nodes and edges which we need to find G 1 (G 2), H 1 (H 2), and the
terminal descendant edges of H 1 (H 2) in some terminal graphs the selected nodes
and selected edges. Assume we currently consider a derived graph G$. If G$ has a
blocking edge, then we can stop the guessing process, because we will never derive
a terminal graph. If G$ has no blocking edge, let u be the non-terminal node of G$.
First, we remove all unselected nodes and unselected edges from G$ which are not
adjacent or incident, respectively, to non-terminal node u. Second, if G$ has two
equal labeled non-selected edges e1 , e2 which connect non-terminal node u with two
equally labeled nodes, one of these two edges can be removed. This elimination
always yields a subgraph with at most |1 | } |2|+1 unselected nodes and unselected
edges that derives a terminal graph if and only if the original graph derives a ter-
minal graph.
Since |1 | } |2|+1 is polynomial in the size of the graph grammar and since the
selected nodes and edges are not involved by the removal, it follows that the
bounded degree problem can be solved in polynomial space. K
4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have examined the bounded degree problem for eNCE graph
grammars. All our results for eNCE graph grammars also hold for edNCE graph
grammars. It is easy to extend the proofs so that directed edges instead of undirected
edges are considered.
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